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DESCRIPTION
11/00 combination masquerading as the seasonal flu (that isn't a flu). Cough, like post nasal drip, queasy
stomach,fatigue,malaise, brain tiring.
"Flu" (not) courtesy of contrails. Starts as intestinal flu that travels to brain and settles in liver for sleeplessness. Mild
sweats/chills. Mild to searing bronchial cough. Composed of Rota, G. Meningitis, Clostridium, Swine Pneumomegalovirus.
Often wit
Flu-like symptoms in 25% of the population are 4 viruses and 2 bacteria. May ALSO need EDB, ZINC CHLORIDE,
ASPERGILLUS FUMIGATUS.
A mosquito disease that rapidly depletes energy after a bite, affects attitude so that one loses confidence in themselves and
makes life look like a huge effort. Immunity decreases with time.
A strange mixture including the virus (Dengue) nick-named "Break Bone Fever". Symptoms include less fever and more of a
lower, mid-back pain and flu feeling, yet without the usual runny-nose and cough. This is not a flu and FFF therefore has no
effect. In the fall/early winter we often see Polio Meningitis with similar symptoms joint and tired feelings but without the achey
midback feeling.
Crowds the pituitary causing weight gain in pear-shaped bodies.
This major family of viruses loves to lock into lymph and/or muscle tissue connected to glands
Virus known to be on the tissue of many parts of the body.
Virus known for respiratory, pneumonia and urinary tract issues. Often holds together combinations
Virus known for liver and lymphatic issues. Often holds together combinations with liver.
Virus often known for liver, gall bladder issues. Often holds together combinations with liver.
Virus often known for liver, gall bladder, respiratory and head issues. Often holds together combinations.
Virus known for intestinal issues. Often holds together combinations with liver.
A class of adenovirus not yet recognized in science.
Virus not known for any specific areas, other than the flesh of the body.
Virus causes adrenal exhaustion (especially around menopause). Also look at Sleeping Sickness Parasite & ADN STN. .
Virus in liver created by anesthesia from surgery or dentistry. Weight gain and/or possible hair loss follows.
Arbo Virus - Parasite-born viruses and fevers. Often causes disorientation after teeth work. Much worse in low nutrition
settings.
Areno Virus - Meningitis forms of diseases carried by ticks, fleas and animals.
AKA Avian Leukemia Virus, AKA Avian Retrovirus. In humans this is an "almost' blood cancer that weakens red blood cells,
especially in their ability to absorb oxygen. The function of a human liver is decreased by this virus.

VF

Congestion in head makes person decrease in function with altitude. From headaches to kidney backup to lymph coagulation

V
V

A virus that causes confused thinking and processing.
A virus that causes confusion, paranoia, disorientation, extreme forgetfulness and anger.
The governments have gone to great lengths to warn the public that Influenza A H1N5, the Avian Flu of 2005 will be lethal,
like the Spanish Flu of 1918. This remedy includes that formula plus a bacteria carried only by bugs, like mosquitoes. Like the
West Nile Virus this seems to be spread by mosquitoes biting birds. It also seems to match various reports that the
governments are raising mosquitoes. Hmm. So far all cases of Avian Flu we have seen have only been cured by the
combination of virus and bacteria.
As if the original Bird Flu epidemic scare were not enough, a second form was found and successfully antidoted. We hope
this is not needed on a wide-spread basis but we are releasing it just in case.
Two viruses and 2 bacteria with a strange propensity to gang up on thyroids everywhere

BRD BUG BIRD BUG

VB

BRD BG2

BIRD BUG 2

VB

BLK TRD

BLOCKED THYROID

VB
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BOCAVR

BOCAVIRUS HUMAN

BON CRK BONE CRACK INFECTION
BON FLU BONE FLU
BON PAP BONE PAPILLOMA
BONE PUNCTURE
BON PCT
INFECTION
BOVINE
BPNMV
PNEUMOMEGALOVIRUS
BOVINE SPONGIFORM
BSE
ENCEPHALITIS
BRN FLU BRAIN FLU
BNB
BRAIN NERVE BLOCK

BIDV

BURSA INFECTIOUS
DISEASE VIRUS

CIEV

CANADA INNER EAR

CGTS

CAN'T GET TO SLEEP

CAT ALG

CAT ALLERGY

CEM ALG CHEMICAL ALLERGIES
CHC MOD
CLD CLP
CLD
CLP#2

CHOCOLATE
MODERATION
COLD CLIPPER
COLD CLIPPER #2

CLD H&F

COLD HANDS AND
FEET

COLTI

COLTI VIRUS

CON ANG CONTRAIL ANGER
CON FUS

CONTRAIL FUSE

CON FUS

CONTRAIL FUSE

1-4
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VB
V
V

Currently (12/14) classified as a parvovirus, it was discovered in humans (formerly only in cows) in 2005 by Swedish
scientists. It has risen to the 4th most common virus in respiratory samples, following Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV),
Adenoviruses and Rhinoviruses. It has been found in lung and intestinal cancers, plus it can make its own form of hepatitis
(similar to the pattern of Rota Virus). It causes a viral pneumonia, (usually with other viruses) with characteristic symptoms
including fever, cough, runny nose, audible crackling (pneumonia symptom) and headaches.
When a bone is only cracked it invites several forms of Klebsiella different from that of the standard BON INF.
A form of influenza that settles in the bones (and often the brain) causing collection of fluid in body (ascites). Like LYM GUT
A form of papilloma preferring bones. Included in OST ART.

VB

One of several ways infections start in the bone . . . and spread.

V

V

Like CMV, this virus locks into the lymph trapping oxygen around cellular fluid

The virus that causes Mad Cow disease has been around for a long time. It's inherited form is called Creutzfeldt- Jakob
Disease (CJD)
V A virus lodged in the brain, thought to especially effect the epiglottis and possibly sleep apnea.
VBF Virus/Bacteria/Fungus group blocks ability to get words out. Involves Posterior/Anterior pituitary lobes.
A member of the Aribirnavirus called IBDV (Infectious Bursa Disease Virus) It replicates in chicken embryo fibroblasts rather
than in epithelial tissue. It causes an acute lymphoprolific condition in chickens that involves the bursa of Fabricus (which acts
like a thymus). The immune system does not develop properly, resulting in an inability to resist other infections. There is
V nephrosis. Testing shows it can enter the human lymphatic system with different negative effects. It can cause a swelling
spleen and liver via the lymphatic system. It becomes the equivalent of a lymphorrhagic virus. The high temperatures it can
survive make it possible to transfer in cooked eggs and/or chicken. Eggs in vaccines and genetically altered food are also
possible transfer agents..
V A form of stomach flu starts and leads to dizziness, imbalance and mild-to-strong forms of immobility and/or vomiting
Difficult getting to sleep, but can sleep long afterwards. Usually accompanied by a "nervous stomach" and sometimes racing
VB
mind. See INSOM
VP The effect of long-term Toxoplasmosis leaves a residue in the kidneys
A group of pathogens in the liver that seems to hold instead of process chemicals. The chemicals can range from chemo to
VBF
industrial derivatives of chemical processes.
If you will eat chocolate when it's around, then you have it. Chocolate is a nerve irritantant and this craving deteriorates the
V
nerves.
VB First signs of colds as well as ongoing colds. Fast Flu Fighter and Strep may also be involved.
V

V

Two very common viruses that cause cold symptoms and are the most well-know cold viruses.

Brain fungus/virus condition that blocks the thyroid function. Thyroid is temperature controller. Often works astonishingly
swiftly.
Colti Virus is the cause of Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. The symptoms of RMSV are very similar to Lyme disease - Always
V
tired, heavy feelings in arms, varying degrees of achiness, lethargy and exhaustion.
Combination that "eats" the liver and white blood cells simultaneously so that anger often accompanies both digestive
VB
difficulties and immune loss.
Another dumping, this time with the intention of breaking down the blood/brain barrier so that we are susceptible to multiple
VFC infections. We see this as a fuse to a plague-like dropping to come later. Current symptoms are headaches, flu-like malaise,
sniffles and stuffiness, often only on one side of the nose. Some subjects take on a squint with eyes.
Another dumping, this time with the intention of breaking down the blood/brain barrier so that we are susceptible to multiple
VFC infections. We see this as a fuse to a plague-like dropping to come later. Current symptoms are headaches, flu-like malaise,
sniffles and stuffiness, often only on one side of the nose. Some subjects take on a squint with eyes.
VB
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CON OWY CONTRAIL OWYS
CON SIN

CONTRAIL SINUS PLUS

CVT VR 1
CXS A16

COVERT VIRUS GROUP
COXSACKIE A16

2-6

CXS A24

COXSACKIE A24

2-6

CXS A 7

COXSACKIE A7

2-6

COKSAC

COXSACKIE B

CXSC G

COXSACKIE G

CRIMEAN CONGO
2-5
HEMORRHAGIC VIRUS

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
CMV CAL
CALCIUM
CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
MENINGITIS

DAC
DEP SIN
DNG
DIG ROB
DOG VIR

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
NERVES
D.A.C.
DEEP SINUS
DENGUE
DIGESTION ROBBER
DOG VIRUS

DRG VIR

DRAGON VIRUS

CMV NRV

DCT CON
EBOLA
ECHO

DUCT CONTRACTUS
VIRUS
EBOLA
ECHO

V

V

CMV

CMV MEN

Another dump from airplanes. Especially affects lung nerves, but also central nervous system to all the organs so that there
is weakness in organ function.
The symptoms of this chemtrail combination start in the throat with big lumps and soreness. The infection moves to the sinus
VBC and causes a very runny nose. It settles into the abdomen with intense spasms. If untreated it will last for 3-4 weeks and then
become a malaise time bomb until the next group reactivates the symptoms.
A dumping that causes severe sinus problems plus goes into the respiratory system. The ingredients are not things you want
VBC
your system to try to fight off itself, because our bodies currently have no mechanism for disposing of these elements.
V Group of viruses released in previous periods and in 2008 to weaken the CNS
V A meningitis virus that causes hand, foot and mouth disease
A meningitis virus that is considered the cause of Acute Hemorrhagic Conjunctivitis (AHC) which is a highly contagious
epidemic disease characterized by painful conjunctivitis, subconjunctival hemorrhages and, in rare circumstances,
V
neurological symptoms. Fever, malaise, sore back, hypotonia, facial palsy, white of eyes as well as eyelids (outer and inner)
are blood shot.
V A meningitis virus that causes polio-like paralysis.
Virus loving hip bones. A binder for so many other viruses, bacteria and residues. There are other coxsackie letters with
V
numbers available for special order.
A virus yet to be discovered by science that invades the central nervous system. It often combines with other viruses to cause
V a pervasive tiredness. It magnifies herpes break outs in the genitals or lips and continues to cause eruptions even after
herpes has been cured. It acts like the granddaddy of coxsackie and herpes outbreaks.
V

CON NRV CONTRAIL NERVE VIRUS

CCHF
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V
V
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V
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V
V
V
V
V

Crimean–Congo hemorrhagic fever (CCHF) is a widespread tick-borne viral disease that is endemic in Africa, the
Balkans, the Middle East and Asia. In first-hand exposure, typically, after a 1–3 day incubation period following a
tick bite (5–6 days after exposure to infected blood or tissues), flu-like symptoms appear, which may resolve after
one week. In up to 75% of cases, signs of hemorrhage appear within 3–5 days of the onset of illness followed by
mood instability, agitation, mental confusion and throat petechiae, soon followed by nosebleeds, rainbow urine and
vomiting, and black stools. The liver becomes swollen and painful. Disseminated intravascular coagulation may
occur as well as acute kidney failure and shock, and sometimes acute respiratory distress syndrome. Secondhand, contagious exposure is often virtually symptomless except for liver swelling and intermittent fever.
Cytomegalovirus, often associated with mononucleosis, is a herpes that affects nerves as well as organs and blood.
Mononucleosis type of attack on parathyroid/adrenals that binds with calcium to make person feel tired and to slow calcium
movement in body.
Cytomegalovirus Meningitis is one of two causes of glandular fever. (Epstein Barr Meningitis is the other). It is a different
version of the virus in our CMV remedy. It makes glands swell, including the whole hypothalamus (which leads to weight and
hormone issues). It can be in the liver causing pot bellies. It can be in the heart and lungs, causing easy windedness.
Makes nerves achy all over and makes person simultaneously tired (like mononucleosis)
Diphtheria/ Anthrax/ Coxsackie - Hits the lungs and comes from stratospheric bombing.
Where sinus and gums meet the throat, the shared infection makes sinus and teeth problems perpetuate each other
A hemorrhagic fever known as Break Bone in the Caribbean, India, Tahiti and warm weather climates.
Stunts nerves to muscles of digestive organs plus virus lodges in liver. Sleep problems often accompany.
Virus whose major characteristic is to give board-like stiffness upon waking. Few signs of coming felt in 1-2 days before.
Herpes # 6 which makes blood cells swell. One of the 2 herpes remedies taken to shorten miasm remedy time. SEE SWT
VIR.
There are many ducts throughout the body, including bile ducts, breast ducts, etc. This contracting virus impairs function
enough to create Ductal Carcinoma (DCT CAR).
The infamous virus that has made it from Africa to the Dominican Republic by mid 1997
Sometimes like a viroid in the spinal cord. Most often with entero bacteria. Affects liver considerably.
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ELC BAL

ENT V65 ENTEROVIRUS 65

2-5

ENT V66 ENTEROVIRUS 66

2-5

ENT V67 ENTEROVIRUS 67

2-5

ENT V68

2-4

ENT V68 ENTEROVIRUS 69

2-5

ENT V70 ENTEROVIRUS 70

2-5

ENT V71

2-4
2-5

ENTEROVIRUS 71

ENT V72 ENTEROVIRUS 72
ENT V73

ENTEROVIRUS 73

ENT V74 ENTEROVIRUS 74
ENT V75

Pancreas-based residue causing kidney to discharge potassium, sodium and chlorides (electrolytes). Tiredness, muscle
aches, memory interference.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses. This virus has been found also imitating hepatitis.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses.
EV D68 is a non-polio virus often seen in Summer/Fall. Mild symptoms include cough, runny nose, fever and muscle aches.
V
Can progress, especially in children, to difficulty breathing and wheezing.
V
Most known to cause respiratory symptoms and suspected of being one of the varieties most capable of shifting to Polio.
The virus has been associated with conjunctivitis along with Coxsackie A24. Myalgia, headaches, sore throat, nausea,
V
vomiting, mild abdominal discomfort and diarrhea have been sometimes reported.
V A form of meningitis most known for monoplegia (one limb or one side paralysis).
V
Considered the basis of Hepatitis A, although we find this has a distinctly different vibration than Hepatitis A
V One of several virus thought to trigger or cause Diabetes Type 1
This was named as the cause of Acute Infant Paralysis in New Zealand, although there is confusion as to the exact
V
identification.
Just as Poliovirus is an enterovirus that rarely enters the central nervous system (CNS), enterovirus 75 rarely enters the CNS
V as an acute encephalitis. Otherwise it mildly inflames the intestines until mineral corticoids and glucocorticoids (from the
adrenals) feed the virus causing significant inflammation and abdominal swelling.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses. This virus has been found also imitating hepatitis.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses. This virus has been found also imitating hepatitis.
Little is detailed in science as to specific symptoms. In general enteroviruses are known to cause intestines and respiratory
V
symptoms with possible conversion to polio viruses. This virus has been found also imitating hepatitis.
Just as Hepatitis A was reclassified as Enterovirus 72 (approx 1982), we find Enterovirus 79 should be classified as an
V
unrecognized (2/15) hepatitis, similar in effect to Hepatitis B (currently Hepadnavirus Type 1).
VB Fanconi's Syndrome-Inherited in Parathyroid. Helps unblock many organs by correcting calcium balance.
It looks like a cold. It feels like a cold. It is not a cold. Another chemtrail with runny nose, sneezing, occasional to frequent
VBF
cough. Lymph and lung tissue swell, making breathing difficult at night.
V Starts to work in 20 seconds and completes in 30 minutes. So far,if it doesn't work, there's no or only partial flu.
V Another common cause of lumps in the breasts and uterus.
V
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ENTEROVIRUS 75

ENT V76 ENTEROVIRUS 76

2-5

ENT V77 ENTEROVIRUS 77

2-5

ENT V78 ENTEROVIRUS 78

2-5

ENT V79

ENTEROVIRUS 79

ENZ GEN

ENZYME GENERATE

FAL GRP

FALL GRIPPE 2002

FFF
FIBRO

FAST FLU FIGHTER
FIBROADENOMA

FING FS

FINGER FISSURES

FLE WEK

FLEA WEAK

VB

FLU M

FLU MIASM

V

FOS FEV

FOSSIL FEVER

VB

FUJIAN

FUJIAN VIRUS

V

GB SKIN

GALL BLADDER SKIN

GB VIR

GALL BLADDER VIRUS

V

VB
V

A virus that causes splits in the skin near the tips of the fingers especially in cold weather with repeated wetting of hands.
A tick-like disease inflicted by a flea bite. Extreme weakness, usually with mental confusion, myalgia and arthritis like pains.
Great tiredness interspersed with occasional good days.
A miasm that may combine with issues from the lungs to the kidneys
A form of hanta virus most associated with the dust conditions of North and South Dakota. Strongly affects respiratory area
with lingering tiredness and occasional fever.
The virus masquerading as a flu throughout the Western world during the October to December area of 2003. It is known to
kill. It has a reputation of seeming to have gone away while still lurking in the system.
Bacterial infection in gall bladder preventing the absorption of Vit D and oils into dry skin
Papilloma and chlamydia love to congregate in the gall bladder with other viruses and thwart evacuation of stones. See also
TYFD M.
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GAN VIR

GANGLION VIRUS

V

GB SALM GB SALMONELLA
GB SWEL GB SWELL

VB
VBF

GLOOB

GLOOB

VBF

GOITER

GOITER
GOVERNMENT SEQUEL SPANISH FLU

GOV SSF
HANTA

HANTA VIRUS

HAP PAN
HASHIM

HAPPY PANCREAS
HASHIMOTO'S
HEMATOPOIETIC
HEM INV INFECTIOUS NECROSIS
VIRUS
HEP PNM HEPAPNEUMONIA

VB
VB
V
V
VFP
V
V

HEP A

HEPATITIS A

V

HEP B

HEPATITIS B

V

HEP C

HEPATITIS C

VB

HEP C1

HEPATITIS C1

VB

HEP D
HEP F

HEPATITIS D
HEPATITIS F

V
V

HEP G

HEPATITIS G

VB

HEP I
HEP J
HEP L

HEPATITIS I
HEPATITIS J
HEPATITIS L

V
V
V

HEP O

HEPATITIS O

V

HEP RVE
HEP X-2
HG TOO

HEPATITIS RVE
HEPATITIS X-PART 2
HERPES GENITAL TOO

VB
VBF
V

HRP VRN

HERPES VIRNAE
DISEASE

MVB

HRP MYE

HERPESVIRIDAE
MYELOSIS

MVB

HRM REG HORMONE
HUMAN
HPNMV
PNEUMOMEGALOVIRUS

VB
V
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Essentially this is the HIV virus that hides in the ganglion, like the culprit retrovirus, so for the sake of AIDS tests, we should
eliminate it.
Chicken/egg based salmonella bound by same type of virus as found in diverticulitis. Either love or hate eggs.
Common combination of pathogens led by paramyxovirus that makes the gall bladder inflamed and problematic.
Tuberculosis-based group turning all effluences (sweat, lymph, etc.) of body into glue-like mixture that doesn't metabolize out
and collects in body weight.
Swelling of thyroid, sometimes prominent. Often mixed with other thyroid and parathyroid problems
In Aug, 2002 another series of chemtrail maladies started with the normal respiratory coughing, sore throat, tiredness,
nausea, eye achiness, spine weakness.
In clinical form a dealy hemoragic Virus. In subclinical form it also attacks repiratory, sinus, and thyroid areas. Occaisional
nose bleeds are common. It is serious when you start coughing up blood.
Infection of the pancreas causing sugar desires, blood sugar imbalance and attitude that happiness is hard to find
This supposed thyroid disease is actually a disease of the parathyroid.
A species of the Rhadinovirus that causes necrosis of the hematopoietic tissues of spleen and kidneys in trout and salmon. It
tests as transferable in the use of fish cells in genetically altered food. One lady reported painful swelling above both knees
and on the top of both feet. Swelling went down and the pain ceased in 1 dose.
A form of pneumonia (brought in through the lungs) which gets inside the cells of the liver and reacts to air conditions.
Hepatitis A in the liver causes mal-digestion and slightly lower energy .Residue can remain for long time. See also SE HALF,
SE FULL.
Hepatitis B in the liver causes mal-digestion and, (in active cases) yellowing of skin. Residue can remain for long time. See
also SE REAL.
A retrovirus bound by a fusarium bacteria. Often seen with Aflagot.
Recently the regular Hepatitis C formula hasn't been enough because of fairly new complications. Check both, especially after
vaccinations
.
Seemingly rare form of Hepatitis
One of many forms of liver swelling from infection.
This form combines the retrovirus with Calymmomato Granuloma, giving the person occasional thoughts (perhaps actions) of
a nasty behavior.
Variation of Hepatitis from mutations
Variation of Hepatitis from mutations. Part of Pulmonary Aveolar Proteinosis.
Liver and adrenal condition involving common bacteria. Blocks hormones to heart, related to Amyloidosis
A special condition of the liver that, when combined with CLS DIF or CLS PER, causes a crab, pincer-like movement of the
hand. It looks like Parkinson, except the thumb moves independently towards the fingers.
A newly discovered form of hepatitis that binds retro virus in liver.
A group of pathogenes that gather around HEP X and make the liver swell and dysfunction.
The non-herpes part of Herpes Genital.
Bones make a "protoprotoporphyrea" (invented name 10/06) that catalyzes iron and cleanses cytokines of infectious debris.
This thymus disease kills the bone-made substance (proto protoporphyrea) so that engorged cytokines stay in blood and
tissue. They usually make all substances swell, mimicking fat, blood and tissue. When liver and spleen swell there is ascites.
NOTE; Protoporphyrea makes heme and bile. Bile makes cholesterol.
An almost universal inherited bone disease. The herpesviridae family includes the normal herpes viruses, including Chicken
Pox, Cytomegalovirus, Epstein Barr, Measles, Mumps, Rubella, Smallpox, Etc.. From the bones this disease rides
lymphocytes to the thymus. The thymus expresses them as childhood diseases and much more after 50. Removing this
disease especially helps the thymus and thyroid.
A bacteria /virus combination may block the body's ability to produce estrogen, progesterone and testosterone.
Like CMV, this virus locks into the lymph trapping oxygen around cellular fluid
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HTLV #1

HUMAN T-CELL
LYMPHOTROPIC VIRUS
#1

INSOM

INSOMNIA

VB

INS FOL

INSULIN FOWLER

VB

JPH ENC

JAPANESE
ENCEPHALITIS

JMP STR

JUMP START

KID REL
LRBC
LANGAT

KIDNEY RELEASE
L/R BRAIN CONNECTION
LANGAT VIRUS

LRN SPK

LEARNING SPARK

LIV DTX
LV NV VR
LV VR A
LV VR B
LIV VR Z
LOS MUS
LW TRD

LIVER DETOX
LIVER NERVE VIRUS
LIVER VIRUS A
LIVER VIRUS B
LIVER VIRUS Z
LOOSE MUSCLE VIRUS
LOW THYROID
LYMPHOCRYPTIC
GAMMA HERPESVIRDAE
LYMPHOCRYPTIC
GAMMA HERPESVIRDAE
LYMPHOCRYPTIC
GAMMA HERPESVIRDAE
LYMPHOCRYPTIC
GAMMA HERPESVIRDAE

LF GH 1
LF GH 2
LF GH 3
LF GH 4

LCM

LYMPHOCYTIC
CHORIOMENINGITS

LYM VIR

LYMPHOTROPIC VIRUS

V

2-5

V

V

1-3

VF
VB
V
VF

1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

3-7

VB
V
V
V
V
V
VB
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The virus is most associated with Tropical Spastic Paraparesis which resembles MS because of the thoracic myelopathy.
Initial symptoms include weakness or stiffness in one or both legs, back pain and urinary incontinence. Sensory changes are
usually mild, but peripheral neuropathy may develop. Patients display lower limb weakness or all limb weakness with spastic
movements (like those seen in Huntington's), ankle contractions and big toe upward contractions (extensor plantar
responses). Cognitive functions are usually spared and cranial nerve abnormalities are unusual. Lesions appear on MRIs in
the white matter and paraventrical regions of the brain. Spinal meningitis and cord parenchyma contain an inflammatory
infiltrate with myelin destruction. Best taken with TD-Tetanus/Polio or TD CP/Polio.
Rota virus, along with several other constituents sticks in the liver. Check also RAD ENT.
A group of pathogens that prevent insulin from converting blood sugar. Usually they are a complication of INSLOM or TBR
INS.

A hemorrhagic fever. In people who develop severe disease, after a 3-5 day incubation, initial symptoms
include fever, chills, headache, fatigue, nausea and vomiting. The disease can progress to inflammation of the
brain (encephalitis) and is often accompanied by seizures. Coma and paralysis occur in some cases. This
disease is most prevalent in Southeast Asia and East Asia.
When the immune system is very low and a quick rejevination of the infection-killing T-Cells is needed, this may jump start the
battery of healing.
Penicillin and aflagot, among others, combine to impair kidney function.
Perceptual and thinking blocks caused by drugs (legal or not) in Corpus Callosum and Temporal Lobe.
This is a flava hemorrhagic fever virus centered in Malaysia and Thailand. Known for encephalitis.
The most common complications to set into a vaccination-injured child. Often taken with VAC BRN and PIT CLK. Subjects
usually have great apathy to school work and little interest in using their intellect, except in areas where they have emotional
interest.
Complex chemicals including wood alcohol, kojic acid, drugs, etc. collect in the liver. See also CHEMX.
One of the liver components of the Liver Exhaustion Disease. It depletes the liver and the immune system of the subject.
One of the liver components of the Liver Exhaustion Disease. It depletes the liver and the energy of the subject.
One of the liver components of the Liver Exhaustion Disease. It depletes the liver and the energy of the subject.
Liver Virus Z combines Liver Virus A and Liver Virus B in the Liver Exhaustion Disease.
Lymphotropic virus behind sagging muscles. Use with PSR MED for prolapsed uterus and other muscles.
Used after Fluoride and/or Thyroid virus. Accompany with 1-3 dulse pills per morning.

V

A DNA virus (like Epstein Barr and Small Pox) that undermines the lymphatic system especially and other organs randomly.

V

A DNA virus (like Epstein Barr and Small Pox) that undermines the lymphatic system especially and other organs randomly.

V

A DNA virus (like Epstein Barr and Small Pox) that undermines the lymphatic system especially and other organs randomly.

V

A DNA virus (like Epstein Barr and Small Pox) that undermines the lymphatic system especially and other organs randomly.

V

V

This is a rodent bourne areno virus infection that presents as meningitis, aseptic meningitis, encephalitis or
meningoencephalitis. It can often be passed when cleaning an area where mice have left fesces or dried urine. The dried
remains make an airbourne carrier. Symptoms usually occur 8-13 days after infection. Symptoms typically begin with any or
all of the following symptoms: fever, malaise, lack of appetite, muscle aches, headache, nausea, and vomiting. Other
symptoms appearing less frequently include sore throat, cough, joint pain, chest pain, testicular pain, and parotid (salivary
gland) pain. Following a few days of recovery, a second phase of illness may occur. Symptoms may consist of meningitis
(fever, headache, stiff neck, etc.), encephalitis (drowsiness, confusion, sensory disturbances, and/or motor abnormalities,
such as paralysis), or meningoencephalitis (inflammation of both the brain and meninges). LCMV has also been known to
cause acute hydrocephalus.
Very much like the European form of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
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MSTADN

MASTADENO VIRUS

MEM NRV MEMORY NERVE VIRUS

V
V

MIL AID
MIL BUG

METABOLIZATION
PARALYSIS DISEASE
MILLENNIUM AID
MILLENNIUM BUG

VBC
VBC

MIL COF

MILLENNIUM COUGH

VF

MET PAR

MIL FAL
MIL MAL

MILLENNIUM FALLOUT
MILLENNIUM MALAISE
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
MLDM HR
HEARING
MUSCLE NERVE
MUS NRV
DEGENERATION
MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES
MF HELP
HELPER
MST ART MYSTERY ARTHRITIS
MYX MIX

MYXOVIRUS MIXED
VIRUS

NASELY

NASOPHARNYX

NRV CHM NERVE CHOMPER

VB

VB
VB
VB
VF
VBF
VB
V
VBF
V

NRV NEW NERVE NEW

VB

NRV NUM NERVE NUMB

VF

NRD MPS NEURONEURD MUMPS

MVB

NRD POL

MVB

NEURONEURD POLIO

NRD RUB NEURONEURD RUBELLA
NIT OWL

NIGHT OWL

NO SWET NO SWEAT

MVB
VF
VB
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Associated with formation of great mucous in the nose and throat.
Scientifically unidentified virus that paralyzes nerve path of memories in Epithalamus. Also weakens pineal, which attracts to
the brain aluminum and fluoride. Frequently used with NRV FUL.
Mosquito-carried disease that paralyzes the nerves to the liver and endocrine glands. Not yet identified by science, this can
be transferred by birth in active or dormant stage.
Chemtrail bombings on the US. Causes great tiredness and highly decreased immune system. Does not go away by itself.
This year's combination that looks like the flu, but isn't specifically a flu (actually no flu in it).Pneumonia, chemicals bacteria.
Combination of nerve virus and fungus that keeps you coughing and coughing and coughing. Same fungus that causes
Valley Fever.
Headaches, cough, nausea, intermittent fevers/chills that makes you want to stay in bed and forget the world. Flu "look-alike"
Flu like nausea that makes you feel generally sick, but not immobile.
Unblocks the thalamus to allow inner hearing on many levels. You may need to relearn the distinction of what and who you
hear so that you use what you hear correctly. This is not aimed at physical hearing.
Animal-based virus that locks on to the nerves of muscles and slowly withers them. Often accompanied by sore muscles after
exertion.
The most common add-on infections stemming from Mycosal Fungoides. Usually adeno carcinoma with a retrovirus
accompanies.
An unidentified form of arthritis that also affects thyroid and kidneys. Often used with ANK SPN.
A genetically altered myxovirus used as a base for vaccinations. The myxovirus is reported as the base virus for measles,
mumps and rubella. This altered virus devastates the thymus causing a plethora of nerve and brain "killer cells" to be
manufactured by the thymus.
Virus/bacteria/fungus combination causing clogging that promotes snoring (see SNOR) and "snort-up" in the morning
A necrotic nerve virus that may be at the heart of all nerve diseases. We have been unable to find a parallel in medical
books.
Motor control problems of brain/Hypothalamus. Shaking issues.
Numbness usually felt in the extremeties (feet or arms/fingers), yet without the precipitating cold weather of Raynauds. Can
eventually be deadly.
A mumps infection of nerve nodes
Neuroneurds are small nodules in the nerve fibers that have an intelligence of their own. They help perception and (deep)
memories. In an infected state they suppress and/or direct emotions plus hold (almost subconscious) fears.
Neuroneurds are small nodules in the nerve fibers that have an intelligence of their own. They help perception and (deep)
memories. In an infected state they suppress and/or direct emotions plus hold (almost subconscious) fears. First found as a
key element in vision improvement.
Somehow the person always finds something to do well past the hour they would like to get to bed, but just can't get to bed.
Rota based formula
For the bacteria and retrovirus that makes perspiration very rare when others are perspiring easily.

NOD NOD NOD NOD

VBF Fungus, virus, bacteria combination that seems to shut down adrenals causing anywhere from narcolepsy to drowsiness.

NOR NOC NORDIC KNOCK 2002

VBC

A wide/spread sickness hitting Norway in January 2002, resembling a deep flu with fever and prostrating malaise. Its contents
include some radiation toxicity which suggests it is in the air because someone is making atomic weapons.

V

Noroviruses are the most common cause of viral gastroenteritis in humans and affect people of all ages. Norovirus infection is
characterized by nausea, forceful vomiting, watery diarrhea, and abdominal pain, and in some cases, loss of taste. General
lethargy, weakness, muscle aches, headache, coughs, and low-grade fever may occur. It is most similar to Norwalkvirus.

NORO

NOROVIRUS

NORWLK
OPN HRT
OR MYX

NORWALK
OPEN HEART
ORTHOMYXO VIRUS

V A viroid characterized by tiredness in the spine.
VBF Combination used to open arteries and capillaries from cholesterol deposits. Used successfully in Europe since 1996.
V Virus often found complicating infections in the thymus.
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ORTHOMYXOREO VIRUS
ORTHOVIRUS
OVTES VIRUS
PAPILLOMA
PARA MS
PARAMYXOVIRUS
PARATHYROID VIRUS
PARECHOVIRUS (H
HPeV) Type 3

V
V
VF
V
VP
V
V

PENICILLIN MEASLES

FV

PCH CX 1 PICHINDECOMPLEX 1

VT

PCH CX 2 PICHINDECOMPLEX 2

VT

PCH CX 3 PICHINDECOMPLEX 3

VT

PG PARV

V

ORMXRE
ORTHO
OV TES
PAPL
PRMS
PAR MYX
PTRD VR
PEV3
PEN MSL

V

PIG PARVO
PITUITARY PAPILLOMA
PT PAP A
ASTER
POL CAR POLIO CARCINOMA
PG BVN
POLIO GROUP BOVINE

V
MV

PG RBT

POLIO GROUP RABBIT

MV

PG SQRL

POLIO GROUP SQUIRREL

MV

V

VB

POL PNM POLIO PNEUMONIA

V

POLYOM

POLYOMA VIRUS

POL NOS

POLYPS-NOSE

VF

PRS CAP

PROSTATE CAPSULE
SWELLING

VF

PRP BLT

PURPLE BLOTCHES

VB

QTR COF

QATAR COUGH

REO

REO

1-3

CV
V
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Virus often found complicating infections in the thymus.
Virus often found complicating infections in the thymus.
Ovarian/Testicle virus involving chlamydia, etc.
Wide spread virus, usually of the genitals. Leading cause of cervical cancer. Formula includes cervical polyps.
Combination of Giardia and Nerve Viruses commonly see as dark spots by MRIs and mistaken for Multiple Sclerosis.
A missing link in some if not most of prostate cancer. Still also need X-40 Kit, Bon Inf +
Parathyroids control calcium distribution (Kidney Stones) and can drain Thyroid (hormones, energy)
Since approximately 1999 this picornavirus has become the most common cause of viral meningitis in European children and
young adults.
A liver infection that usually leaves the subjects with financial lack they can't seem to rise above. Taking the remedy seeks to
remove an obstacle to financial abundance.
The Pichinde virus in nature is a subspecies of the Tacaribe Virus which is a subspecies of the Old World Arenavirus group.
Arena viruses are usually serious, hemorrhagic viruses. Although the Pichinde Virus is officially purported to not infect
mammals, bioengineering from the 1940s makes this toxic infection common in Thyroids and Thymuses. Complex # 1 is
common in Asia and Africa.
The Pichinde virus in nature is a subspecies of the Tacaribe Virus which is a subspecies of the Old World Arenavirus group.
Arena viruses are usually serious, hemorrhagic viruses. Although the Pichinde Virus is officially purported to not infect
mammals, bioengineering from the 1940s makes this toxic infection common in Thyroids and Thymuses. Complex # 2 is
common in Europe.
The Pichinde virus in nature is a subspecies of the Tacaribe Virus which is a subspecies of the Old World Arenavirus group.
Arena viruses are usually serious, hemorrhagic viruses. Although the Pichinde Virus is officially purported to not infect
mammals, bioengineering from the 1940s makes this toxic infection common in Thyroids and Thymuses. Complex # 3 is
common in North and South America.
Pig-born parvo virus attacking brains of humans, usually through fish infected by Pfiesteria Piscicida
Growth inside the tiny pituitary that thwarts pituitary function and highly contributes to excess weight and other pituitary
malfunctions
Different form of carcinoma, yet to be medically identified, that suppresses organ function, especially thryroid.
Clothes are very sensitive to the skin. Subjects often strongly prefer to sleep only on their back with legs straight.
The disease causes nerve and dura contractions in the spine, skull, intestines. The subject often lies in contorted positions to
stretch nerves. Some subjects fear the dark and fear seeing dead people.
Causes muscles to split, like a tear, with exertion. Muscles feel numb.
Another of the virus combinations that may be associated with Multiple Sclerosis and other Central Nervous System
conditions
A precursor to the papilloma virus, this virus creates a "halfway" status to cancer. Commonly found with hypothalamus
remedies and sporadically seen in other compromised conditions.
The kind of polyps that block breathing and give nasally sound to voice. They seem to always grow back after removal
operations.
Common viral/fungal combination that causes the prostate capsule (covering sheath) to swell and mimic the swelling of the
whole prostate
.
A flu/pneumonia like malaise that is accompanied by an increasing number of purple blotches. It looks like the "purpura"
(bruising) often seen with seniors, except that these blotches can be on people of all ages in all places on the body. This nonchemtrail, but government-made infection is very dangerous. Often it is seen with Ebola Reston which causes swelling and
head stuffiness.
In 9/12 this new variety of an old cold virus emerged in Qatar and Saudi Arabia. It is compared to the 2003 SARS virus with
less severe symptoms. The symptoms include cold and flu-like malaise with the unusual feature (for the corona virus at its
heart) of kidney failure.
A mysterious virus that seems to couple with Coccidioidomycosis (SAD) in the pineal.
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RESPIRATORY
SYNCYTIAL VIRUS
RETROVIRUS
RV ANDY
ANDROGENS
RV BACT RETROVIRUS BACTY
RV BLDY RETROVIRUS BLOODY
RV BUMP RETROVIRUS BUMPY
RV CAPY RETROVIRUS CAPSULE
RSV
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V

Respiratory Syncytial Virus commonly caught by babies in pediatrics wards, carrying into adult respiratory problems.

V

A retrovirus often seen with lumps on endocrine glands.

V
V
V
V

RV CLOG RETROVIRUS CLOGGY

V

RV CRNK RETROVIRUS CRANKY
RETROVIRUS
RV DENY
DIENCEPHALON

V

Rare retrovirus that combines with bacteria, instead of viruses, to turn your good cells into bad.
Initially seen with reticulocyte sarcoma and reticulocyte carcinoma.
Retrovirus most known to get in nodules on bone joints causing pain to the touch.
A retrovirus most commonly used with CAPSULE CARCINOMA.
This is the parent retrovirus of all retroviruses (except RVEB and RET RAD). It is equivalent to Rife's discovery of a cancer
virus.
Undiscovered retrovirus in medicine connected to snoring, sleep apnea, metabolizing and low blood pressure (w/MAAD,
MEN__)
Often involved in massing/tumor issues of brain and heart - but not exclusively to these organs

V

Rare retrovirus found only in diencephalon (hypothalamus. thalamus. epithalamus)

RV ENZY

V

An unusual retrovirus that acts like any other retrovirus and may especially be drawn to situations that highly involve enzyme
production.

V

Common combination seen with bones, AIDS and some forms of cancer

V

Spumavirnae Retro -Often involved in massing/tumor issues with little specifics known
A specialized retrovirus applying to lumps on nerves. The virus causes burning in the nerves like nickel causes a burning
feeling in the blood stream.
A retrovirus for the grouping of glial cells that feed the nerves at the nerve surface. Similar to RV Glia, but more specific. Often
used with nerve remedies and Ependymoma remedies.
A retrovirus usually seen in the head, in the home of the nerve and hormonal area.
A retrovirus usually seen with radiation diseases or conditions, such as Radiation Mitoplasmoma.
Well known, slow acting retrovirus suspected in lymphatic issues with inconclusive scientific proof
Retrovirus known to complicate inner tumors of the adrenals and thyroid. Included in the MEN remedies
Supposed uncommon retrovirus of a supposed bird origin and known to be in bird lymph systems.
Primarily for parathyroid adenoma but seems to like lumps that cause deterioration.
May have strong implications with some nerve diseases
Unclassified retrovirus that is associated with antibiotic shots
Usually used in Plasmalymphomas and Plasmalymphocytomas.
Since polio means "gray matter of nerves", this is a very specific nerve retrovirus
Often involved in massing/tumor issues of brain and thyroid - but not exclusively to these organs
Retrovirus first found with Leioreticuloma and believed to be exclusive to reticular formations.
The first retrovirus demonstrated to cause a malignant tumor
An unclassified retrovirus first found holding papilloma in reproductive organs
Retrovirus that seems to move around taking its problems from one organ to another
Undiscovered retrovirus that seems to squelch otherwise good hormones. First used with HW Suppressor relevant to
adrenals
Retrovirus involved in weight holding. Steams up the people who want to lose weight
Very serious liver and liver-related diseases need to revive. Very powerful.
A virus lodges in the gall bladder thwarting its ability to assimilate vitamin D and feed the bones (and prostate)
Frequent cold/flu like debilitator world wide that prefers to attack in late summer/early fall.
The virus found in our thymuses that is also called German Measles. It is in the vaccination, MMR. In various forms the virus
affects the central nervous system and other nerves.

RV CELL

RETROVIRUS CELL

RETROVIRUS ENZYMES

RETROVIRUS EPSTEIN
BARR
RV FOAM RETROVIRUS FOAMY
RVEB

RV GLIA

RETROVIRUS GLIA

RETROVIRUS GLIAL
LINING
RV HOMY RETROVIRUS HOMY
RV ISY
RETROVIRUS ISOTOPE
RV LENT RETROVIRUS LENTI
RV LUMP RETROVIRUS LUMPY
RV LMF
RETROVIRUS LYMPHY
RV MITY RETROVIRUS MIGHTY
RV NERV RETROVIRUS NERVY
RV NEW
RETROVIRUS NOUVEAUX
RV PLSM RETROVIRUS PLASMA
RV POLO RETROVIRUS POLIO
RV PUSH RETROVIRUS PUSHY
RV RTIC
RETROVIRUS RETICULA
RV ROUS RETROVIRUS ROUSY
RV SCRN RETROVIRUS SCRUNCHY
RV SHIF
RETROVIRUS SHIFTY
RV GLLN

RV SQEL

RETROVIRUS SQUELCHY

RV STEM
REV
RICKO
ROTA

RETROVIRUS STEAMY
REVIVE
RICKO VIRUS
ROTA VIRUS

RUBLA

RUBELLA

V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
VB
V
V
V
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RSSE

RUSSIAN SPRING
SUMMER
ENCEPHALITIS

SLT VIR

SALT VIRUS

2-4

V

V

SARS MS SARS MOSQUITO

VB

SPT CON

V

SINO #1
SKN NRV
SLP SPR

SEPTUM
SEVERE ACUTE
RESPIRATORY
SYNDROME
SINUS INFECTION
SKIN NERVE VIRUS
SLEEP SPURTS

SPS

SMALLPOX SPINE

V

SNW VIR

SNOW VIRUS

V

SPN CLN

SPINE CLEAN

VB

SARS

STL ENC

ST LOUIS
ENCEPHALITIS

STEN VR
STRS WT

STENOSIS VIRUS
STRESS WEIGHT

SUG BIT

SUGAR BITTER

V
VB
V
VB

2-4

SULFUR SENSITIVITY

SWT VIR

SWEETNESS VIRUS

SWN GRP SWINE GRIPPE
T COX A TEETH COXSACKIE A
TEETH
T CMV
CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
T POLIO
TEETH POLIO

Russian Spring Summer Encephalitis, AKA Tick-borne Encephalitis (TBE), is a virus disease found throughout
central Europe, parts of Scandinavia, the Baltic countries, Russia and a belt through Siberia. The virus can infect
the brain (encephalitis), the meninges (meningitis) or both (meningoencephalitis). In general, mortality is 1% to
2%, with deaths occurring 5 to 7 days after the onset of neurologic signs. Symptoms are nonspecific and may
include fever, malaise, anorexia, muscle aches, headache, nausea, and/or vomiting. After about 8 days of
remission, a second phase of disease occurs in 20% to 30% of patients. These patients may experience a clinical
illness that involves the central nervous system with symptoms of meningitis (e.g., fever, headache, and a stiff
neck), encephalitis (e.g., drowsiness, confusion, sensory disturbances, and/or motor abnormalities such as
paralysis), or meningoencephalitis.
From the current processing of salt a minute amount of radiation produces a virus that paralyzes the thyroid
The symptoms are like a cold with a hacking cough that won't go away. Considerable clear to lightly green phlegm is coughed
up, but it never feels like it fully evacuates the lungs.
First found in the heart septum as a gradual contraction that impaired heart function over time.
In March of 2003 this infection was identified as coming from China. Multiple people in a treating hospital died in a short
period as did some travelers. The cause has been debated with some political health complications. We find this to be a
paramyxovirus and not anything else.
One of several common infections of the sinus. This one involves Respiratory Syncytial Virus along with Serratia +
Contributes to some skin conditions that are not solely bacterial or fungal.
Catches sleep in bits and pieces. Rota based formula
Herpes Variola in the spine (not yet identified in science 8/05). As Herpes Zoster (shingles) comes from chickenpox residue in
the spine, so does Herpes Variola come from Smallpox in the spine. It most affects appendix, gall bladder and thyroid.
Calcivirus (like Norwalk) causing gastrointestinal problems, shallow breathing when in the nerves of the diaphragm, kidney
weakness, mimics arthritis in hips and ankles. Active in cold weather, carried by moisture, although not dependent on snow.
Spine Clean - Homeopathic of successful herbal combination to clear MS, MD, Huntington's, Parkinson's, Epilepsy.

The majority of infections result in mild illness, including fever and headache. When infection is more severe the
person may experience headache, high fever, neck stiffness, stupor, disorientation, coma, tremors, occasional
convulsions and spastic paralysis. Fatality ranges from 3–30%. Aged people are more likely to have a fatal
infection. Infections are most commonly seen in the mid United States where the first outbreak was found in St

V
VB

SUG POX SUGAR POX
SUL SEN

V
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2-6

There is a virus that contracts heart valves, pulmonary arteries, parts of the pituitary channels and more.
Weight caused by a drain on the pituitary and adrenals that gathers pathogens of depletion.
A pancreatic growth that turns the sweetness of life into a bitter resentment. The physiological disruption of sugar absorption
VB
shows as mood swings, isolationism and frequently the inability to enjoy life.
A dislike of more than small quantities of sugar coupled with an inability to digest sugar are primary symptoms. The sugar
VF block weakens the conversion of serum dross to lymph, weakens healing ability and depletes the special sugar needed for
nerves.
A common variety of pathogens in the liver that helps with the digestion of sulfur-rich food and helps with some skin issues
VBF
involving sulfur
.
Herpes # 4 with coxsackie,usually found in the pancreas, adrenals. One of 2 remedies to shorten miasm remedy time. See
V
also DRG VIR.
V Two viruses that seems to weaken and prostrate victims, often with heart attacks as a side effect.
V Unusual infection usually centering around Bucosal Mucosa mouth/jaw infections
V

A ubiquitous virus of mononucleosis fame that also affects teeth nerves.

V

Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
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V

T SML PX TEETH SMALL POX
TEMP ADRENAL
TAP
PARALYSIS
TMS FEV THYMUS FEVER
TMS OPN THYMUS OPEN
TMS SRG THYMUS STRONG
TRD CLR

THYROID CLEAR

TRD DPR

THYROID DEPARALYSIS

TRD EAR

THYROID EAR

TRD OPN

THYROID OPEN

TRD PLS

THYROID PARALYSIS

VB

VAC HBK

VACCINATION
HYPOTHALAMUS BLOCK

VAC PAP
VAR ULC
VASC PD

VACCINE HUMAN
PAPILLOMA VIRUS
VARICOSE ULCER
VASCULAR POX

VRL BAC

VIRAL
BACTERIOPHAGES

VRL ENC
VRL MEN

VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS
VIRAL MENINGITIS

VRL PNM

VIRAL PNEUMONIA

VIROID

VIROIDS

VPV

VISCERAL POLYPS

WHOP FD WHOOPING FEDS

Paralyzed emotional shock (often very old) that instigates so many latent diseases.

Thymus and thyroid are both affected by thymus fever. Often seen with long history of illnesses.
Fever/fungus (actinomycosis) blocking immune system
One of the strongest boosts to immunity we've discovered yet, especially when the immune system is compromised.
Antidote to a little-known virus and the aluminum, flouride and chlorine that it traps in the thyroid. Hypofunctioning thyroid lead
VC
to tiredness and weight.
The vaccination for hoof and mouth disease seems to attract a paralyzing virus to our thyroids, adrenals and reproductive
VT glands. In combination with other viruses, the result is a hypothyroid. Symptoms include tiredness, weight, lowered immune
system, lowered libido, lowered sexual ability, and some loss of drive.
VBF Adeno/Diphtheria/SAD a combination of thyroid pathogens. Involves ears plus depression, especially in absence of sun.
.
VF

Fever/fungus (actinomycosis) of thyroid removal (and this subsequently feeds thyroid). Dulse needed when rebuilding thyroid.

Nerve bacteria (a form of clostridium) surppressing thyroid. Possible adjunct to cellulitis issues. Also long-term, thyroidrelated depression.
VF Unleashes thyroid hormones and activities that were blocked by pathogens from carbohydrates.
VB As implied, the organ literally shrinks and doesn't work well. Area of skin around thyroid appears wrinkled.
V A high potency thyroid triple virus. Appx 50% of the population tests for it.
VB Non-inherited infection of thyroid from mycobacteria and virus
V Weakened Thyroids have this like a cold. Check before going to Low Thyroid.
This combination thwarts corpus callosum bridging of the brain hemispheres. Used primarily for the effect of DPT shots.See
VB
L/RBC.
Media of the vaccination plus bacteria gained in the process infects the brain. With autism, add REGRET; with flailing of arms
VBC
& body, add DISTEMPER; with hyperventillation-like cough, add Bordetella Pertussis.
Primarily blocking the dorsomedial nucleus of the Hypothalamus. Because of the pathogenic combination the person acts
VB almost like they want to be disconnected from society, when they actually are compelled in this direction by the infection.
Seen mostly with DPT vaccinations. Use with VAC BRN, PKU.
Primarily blocking the dorsomedial nucleus of the Hypothalamus. Because of the pathogenic combination the person acts
VB almost like they want to be disconnected from society, when they actually are compelled in this direction by the infection.
Seen mostly with DPT vaccinations. Use with VAC BRN, PKU.
A very dangerous vaccine,especailly for young women. Statistics quote over 100 deaths in the first years and countless major
T
disruption of endocrine/reproductive systems.
VB Often in leg ulcers and can also be in eyes, heart, pancreas, etc.
MVB For miasms of measles and hard measles that form varicose veins, spider veins and the basis of angiomas.
Viruses made from the bacteria that they are used to kill are sprayed on food to preserve them. So far there are two groups,
VB one made from listeria and another made from Escherichia Coli (E. Coli). In addition to protecting food from these bacteria,
we find these sprays cause weight gain and decreased intelligence.
VB A spinal issue that strongly resembles Polio.
V Virus attacking the covering of the nerves mostly in the central nervous system.
Deep respiratory virus that feels like a combination of a cold and a flu. Coughing, sometimes fever and spinal achiness (which
V
are also symptoms for other kinds of pneumonia) See CLM PNM, KLB PNM, PNM RES.
Those ultra-small viroids that get into the spinal column causing tiredness, irritability that does not come from personal
V
relationships
V Ubiquitous virus that binds with other viruses, bacteria, fungi, residues, miasms.
Heavy, hacking cough especially when lying down. Phlegm, fever/chills, weakness, stiffness, different aches for different
VB
people. Sometimes needs Fusoform Nasopharnyx for lingering phlegm. Courtesy of government contrails.
VB

THYROID RELEASE
THYROID SHRUNK
THYROID STRONG
THYROID TUMOR
THYROID VIRUS
VACCINATION BRAIN
VAC BRB
BRIDGE
VACCINATION BRAIN
VAC BRN
PARALYSIS
VACCINATION
HYPOTHALAMUS BLOCK

Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.

V
VF
VP

TRD REL
TRD SRK
TRD SRG
TRD TUM
TRD VIR

VAC HBK
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WOR LES WORRY LESS
YF HHM

YELLOW FEVER
HORMOHEMORRHAGIC

VB
V
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For those who unknowingly magnify worry beyond the point of reason. Borna virus based
Yellow Fever is a mosquito-carried, blood collapsing disease. It carries a peptide dissolving poison which also destroys
hormones like insulin (pancreas) and renin (kidneys). This remedy is designed for the flavivirus that affects blood and the
poison that affects hormones.
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